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Countryside 
protected

Lockdown
meth risk
FAMILIES unwittingly living
in houses used as metham-
phetamine labs could be
exposed to significantly higher
levels of the drug during
COVID-19 lockdowns, a new
study shows. 

Flinders University re-
searchers found lockdown
could increase the risk of ex-
posure for people living in con-
taminated properties and lead
to significantly worse health
outcomes if families could not
leave due to financial hardship.
Common health issues in-
cluded cognitive effects, sleep-
ing issues, respiratory effects,
and eye and skin irritation.

PARIS: The aroma of cow 
manure and the sound of 
church bells have been 
granted legal protection from 
city dwellers offended by the 
charms of rural France.

The Senate endorsed a Bill
on Thursday that will make it 
harder for visitors and new 
residents to take villagers to 
court over activities that 
disturb them.

Pierre Morel-a-l’Huissier,
MP for Lozere in the southern 
Massif Central highlands, won 
a strong majority in the lower 
house when he tabled the law 
last year after hundreds of 
lawsuits.

Alex is 
my hero 

battler
BEHIND Alex Neamontis’s
infectious smile is a boy who
has already battled so much. 

The Lego-loving eight-
year-old from Malvern was
diagnosed with neurofibro-
matosis type 1 (NF1) when he
was just 18 months.

The genetic condition
causes benign tumours to
grow on nerves throughout
his body, including his brain
and spine, and has meant a
young life of constant hospi-
tal visits and specialist
appointments.

But Alex’s dedicated mum,
Shelly Lynde, is determined
not to let the diagnosis define
her “hero” and is fighting for

greater awareness and fund-
ing for the condition — a plea
she hopes will be heard by the
federal government. 

Ms Lynde and husband
Michael Neamontis realised
something wasn’t quite right
with Alex when at six months
their baby woke up with
lumps on his skin. 

After tests at the Royal
Children’s Hospital, Alex was
booked in for more detailed
genetic testing. 

“Alex had a number of
markers which on their own
were nothing, but together
they were the sort of things
that as a package are com-
mon with children with NF,”
Ms Lynde said.

But after months of back

and forth, they still had few
answers. At the same time
Alex was also suffering seri-
ous respiratory infections. 

He was re-referred to a
specialist at the RCH where
“quite a serious” heart defect
was revealed. 

“And then one day his little
body just gave out and he was
rushed in for emergency heart
surgery,” Ms Lynde said. 

That scare was the catalyst

for Alex’s long list of diagno-
ses, including confirmation of
NF1. He has since been diag-
nosed with Autism, ADHD,
hip dysplasia and a develop-
mental delay.

Every week he visits 11 spe-
cialists and attends therapy
and speech sessions. Despite
all that, he has a smile on his
face each day.

With the help of the Child-
ren’s Tumour Foundation,

Ms Lynde is hopeful she can
bring attention to the disease
and ensure Alex and other
kids like him are supported.

She will this month take
part in the annual CTF fund-
raiser, which raises money for
NF research, by hosting a
Cupid’s Cocktail Time party
with friends. 
alanah.frost@news.com.au

cupidsundierun.com.au
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Alex with mum Shelly and dog Angus at home in Malvern. Picture: REBECCA MICHAEL

Mum pushes for more awareness of rare condition 
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